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A common perception of the First World War revolves around trench warfare and the 

massive casualty rates sustained by all the combatant powers in their attempt to overcome the 

stalemate on the Western Front. One of the themes of the World War I sub-course in HI 302: 

History of the Military Art is this very issue. Cadets are first introduced to the dilemma during 

the lesson that discusses the First Battle of the Marne and the ensuing stalemate as a result of the 

“Race to the Sea.”  The challenge of trench warfare remains a theme throughout the sub-course 

and culminates with discussions concerning the German Spring Offensives of 1918. Through the 

use of arms and equipment, cadets are able to better understand the tactical and operational 

problems of trench warfare and how each of the combatants tried to overcome these problems 

throughout the war. 

 

The material culture package for Lesson 4 (Tannenberg and the Marne; Stalemate and 

Response) consists of the standard-issue bolt action rifles for the British (Lee-Enfield), French 

(Lebel), and German (Mauser with bayonet) armies in 1914 and a German MG 08 machine gun. 

These weapons comprised the majority of the arms a standard infantry battalion in 1914, with 

only two machine guns allocated to each battalion (same for all armies). The bolt-action rifles are 

all very similar to each other, with no combatant having a decisive advantage in this area of 

weapons technology, although the British Lee-Enfield has the largest magazine capacity and its 

bolt style allows for more rapid manipulation and fire than the other two rifles. The Mauser and 

bayonet also enable the instructor to place emphasis on the role of the bayonet and the offensive 

in the doctrines of all the major combatant powers leading up to the First World War. The 

instructor can prompt cadets to examine the weapons and comment on what they believe the 

priorities of the militaries that utilize these weapons were. Cadets generally reach the conclusion 

that militaries valued the offensive, long-range fire at massed formations, and fighting spirit 

leading into the First World War.  

 

The German MG 08 machine gun typifies the water-cooled machine guns used by the 

various powers that went to war in 1914. As a water-cooled weapon, this machine gun required 

the addition of water to a jacket around the barrel to keep it cool while firing. This weapon with a 

full water jacket, the condenser to capture water evaporated during firing, a sled mount to 

stabilize it during firing, and a basic load of ammunition weighed approximately 160 lbs. As 

cadets personally handle the weapon and experience its weight, they quickly realize the 

constraints imposed upon the tactical mobility of soldiers in 1914. This is not a weapon that was 

easy to move across no-man’s land to help reinforce an attack on an enemy’s trench network. 

When asked to identify if this was a defensive or offensive weapon, cadets invariably respond, 

“defensive.” This then ties into a discussion of the tactical and operational problems posed by 

trench warfare, primarily the issues of how to seize an enemy trench, hold it in the face of 

counterattacks, and exploit any successes while hindered by high casualties, terrain, the need to 

reposition machine guns and artillery, and communication systems unsuited for offensive 

operations. This weapon helps drive home the principle that while attacking forces could often 

break into an opponent’s trench line, the attacker’s machine guns and reinforcements often could 

not move forward quickly enough to prevent the defender from conducting a counterattack 

against the now attrited attacking forces and ending any possibility of gaining a decisive 



breakthrough. Through their handling of the standard weapons of 1914, cadets gain a better sense 

of why neither side could break the stalemate caused by trench warfare on the Western Front 

until 1918.  

 

The material culture package 

for Lesson 8 (1918 – Year of Decision) 

builds upon the themes discussed in 

Lesson 4 and highlights how equipment 

and weapons demonstrate some of the 

tactical adaptions developed from 

1914-1918. The package consists of 

German, French, and British steel 

helmets, a gas mask, a series of light 

machine guns (German MG 08/15, 

British Lewis Gun, French Chauchat), 

and the German MP-18. The helmets 

and gas mask can foster a good 

discussion concerning implications for 

the modern military, as steel helmets 

and gas masks became standard issue 

during the First World War as 

combatants attempted to reduce casualties from artillery fragments and chemical weapons. The 

helmets also enable a discussion of the most casualty producing weapon on the battlefield, with 

the majority of the casualties (70%) inflicted by artillery fire. The MG 08/15, Lewis Gun, and 

Chauchat directly illustrate the attempts of all the combatant nations to increase firepower at the 

lowest echelons and make machine guns more portable, which also corresponds with increased 

decentralization of leadership and greater emphasis on the platoon and company as independent 

maneuver units.  

 

The French Chaucat machine gun offers some additional points of interest and 

discussion. Although often maligned as a terrible 

weapon due to its open-sided magazine and supposed 

unreliability, this reputation is unfair. The original 

Chauchat in the French 8mm was very reliable and 

loved by French soldiers for its portability. It was only 

the version chambered for the American .30-06 

cartridge and issued to the AEF that received criticism 

for its unreliability. The Chauchat also demonstrated 

the resource and industrial demands of modern warfare, 

constructed almost entirely of stamped steel and 

designed with mass production in mind. The MG 08/15 

offers a direct comparison to the MG 08 introduced in 

lesson 4, as it was in essence an MG 08 lightened 

through the addition of a bipod, pistol grip, and drum 

magazine. An instructor can encourage cadets to 

examine the various light machine guns and draw Chauchat Light Machine Gun 

German MG 08 Machine Gun 



conclusions about what tactical problems the countries that developed these weapons were 

attempting to overcome, creating another linkage to the discussions of the tactical and 

operational problems of trench warfare.  

 

The German MP-18, which was 

the world’s first submachine guns, is a 

fully-automatic submachine gun firing 

the 9mm pistol round from a 15-round 

magazine. This weapon, developed for 

use by German sturmtruppen (assault 

troops) employing infiltration tactics, 

demonstrates how the priority for these 

troops was close range engagement of 

enemy forces as the sturmtruppen 

attempted to bypass enemy strong points 

and paralyze enemy forces by attacking 

command and control nodes, logistics 

units, and artillery positions. In class, a 

German training video showing the 

sturmtruppen employing hand grenades, 

MG 08/15s, Bangalore torpedoes, 

flamethrowers, and individual movement 

techniques (IMTs), which are familiar to cadets, allows a visual representation of these weapons 

and tactics in action. This ties into one of the major topics in this lesson, which is the German 

inability to achieve operational gains during the 1918 Spring Offensives, despite their significant 

tactical success using these tactics and weapons.  

 

These material culture lesson packages help instructors provide tactile connections to the 

tactical and operational problems of trench warfare and the attempts by all the combatant powers 

to overcome these problems. Cadets gain considerable insight on the weapons and conditions 

that make the defense much stronger than the offense for most of war and instructors can more 

easily connect the tactical developments of the First World War to the arms, equipment, and 

tactics employed by the U.S. military today.  

 

 

For use of West Point instructors, the following items were used in these classes: 

Lesson 4 – Tannenberg and the Marne; Stalemate and Response 

3796 Machine Gun, German Maxim M1908, SN: 11505 (Orig)  

8425 Mount, Machine Gun, German Maxim M1908 (Orig) 

10188 
Rifle, British, Lee Enfield No. 1 MKIII,G33340 w/Mag (Orig)  
 

13503 Rifle, US, .30 Cal, M1903, Springfield, SN: 854487 (Original)  

13611.1 Rifle, German, M1898 Mauser, SN: 3288 (Orig) 

16726 Rifle, French, M1886/93 Lebel, SN: 31381 (Original)  

MP-18 (L) and MG 08/15 (R) 



            

Lesson 8: 1918 – Year of Decision 

6276.1 Automatic Rifle, French M1915 Chauchat, SN: 103529 (Orig)   

6276.2 Magazine, Automatic Rifle, French M1915 Chauchat, (Orig)   

3781.1 Light Machine Gun, Lewis, SN: 46619 (Original)   

3781.2 Magazine, Machine Gun, Lewis, Original)  

14097.1 Submachine Gun, German, MP-18, SN: 29665 (Original)   

14097.2 Magazine, Submachine Gun, German, MP-18 (Original)   

21828.1 Machine Gun, Light, German, M08/15, SN: 2464a (Orig) 

2008.006-RPO Helmet, German, M1916 (Repro)   

2008.012-RPO Trench Knife, US, M1918 w/ Scab (Repro)    

2008.066-RPO Bracket, Ammo Drum, German, for 08/15 LMG (Repro)  

2009.007-RPO   Bipod, German 08/15 Light Machine Gun (Repro)   

2009.008-RPO Ammo Drum, German 08/15 Light Machine Gun (Repro)    

2011.044-RPO Gas Mask, German,WW1  

2014.023-RPO Helmet, British, WWI (Repro)  

 

*These items are all part of the HI302 teaching collection which do not need to be requested on 

the museum support request form but can be drawn from the arms room with this request.  

 

The POC for this lesson package is MAJ Edwin den Harder @ edwin.denharder@westpoint.edu    
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